INTRODUCTION
The statistical variations of visual responses near threshold suggest that the sensitivity of the eye, like that of many communication systems invented by man, is limited by the presence of random energy fluctuations or "noise." This noise is a result of the unpredictable motion of the individual elementary particles of physics (atoms, ions, electrons, photons) and originates either from thermal agitation or from events to which Heisenberg's principle of indeterminacy applies. If amplified sufficiently, such noise will distort the signal being communicated. (In the remainder of this paper the word noise never refers to the purely electrical noise which arises in the recording and amplifying apparatus and obscures the action potential, but only to fluctuations of physiological processes in the retina, in particular the times of occurrence of impulses.)
For the human retina, Hecht, Shlaer, and Pireune (1942) concluded that statistical fluctuations in response to brief flashes at the absolute threshold could be accounted for entirely by random fluctuations in the number of photons absorbed by the photoreceptors at each flash, and that "biological noise" was negligible. However, the presence of large fluctuations in the duration of intervals between successive impulses of the maintained discharge from single ganglion cells in the cat's retina (Granit, 1947; Kuffier, 1952 Kuffier, , 1933 , both in darkness and for a wide range of light intensities, suggests that biological noise does play a part in limiting the sensitivity of the eye. A similar situation in the infrared receptors of the rattlesnake has been studied by Bullock and Diecke (1956) . This paper describes a statistical analysis of single ganglion cell discharges occurring in response to brief flashes of light of near-threshold intensity. The method of analysis used was suggested by a statistical theory of vision in man proposed by Tanner and Swets (1954) . On the basis of this analysis the properties of the retina are described in terms of information theory. Finally, these deduced properties are shown to agree approximately with those observed in the experimental measurement of thresholds.
SIGNALS IN RETINA

Method
Single ganglion cell impulses were recorded from the eye of decerebrate eats in various stages of light and dark adaptation by methods described by Talbot and Kuflter (1952) and Kuflter (1953) . Platinum wire recording electrodes were used, except that one cell (unit E) was recorded with a KCl-filled micropipette. A flashing light stimulus having an intensity controllable with a rotating wedge filter was focussed on the retina in the form of a spot of chosen diameter (usually 0.5 to 1.0 rnrn.) centered in the receptive field of the ganglion cell. Flashes of 5 or 10 reset. duration were delivered at a repetition frequency of one per second. Photographic records were made of the discharge during ten successive flashes at a number of different stimulus intensities near threshold, and also at zero intensity.
The ganglion cell discharge was displayed on a cathode ray oscilloscope both in the usual way as electrical potential versus time, and also as impulse interval duration versus time using the device of MacNichol and Jacobs (1955) , in which the vertical scale of time is considerably magnified relative to the horizontal scale (Barlow, FitzHugh, and Kuflter, 1956 b) . The impulses were also audible through a loudspeaker. With the flash intensity set at a certain value, the experimenter looked at and listened to the discharge, to determine whether each flash was followed by a detectable response in the form of a momentary change in frequency or in the distribution of intervals between impulses. The experimenter chose as the threshold the least intensity at which he could detect a response to roughly half the flashes. It was found necessary to let at least five successive flashes occur before making up one's mind as to whether a given intensity was threshold. Although this method required some practice, the threshold values chosen by different observers agreed to within about 0.2 log10 unit.
Because the response was graded rather than all-or-nothing, the thresholds measured correspond to an arbitrary reference level of excitation, convenient for testing the relative light sensitivity of the photoreceptors associated with a ganglion cell. The above method was adopted as being both as consistent and as sensitive as possible.
RESULTS
In this section both the experimental data and their statistical analysis will be presented. The purpose and significance of the latter will be taken up more fully in the Discussion section.
Data from five ganglion cells in different cats were analyzed statistically. The results from different units differed in detail, but for the purpose of illustration a complete analysis of one representative experiment will be given first. The experimental conditions required for a satisfactory statistical analysis will then be described and the differences between the different experiments mentioned. Finally the results of all the experiments will be summarized in Table I .
Sample Analysis
The data to be considered first were obtained from a single ganglion cell in a dark-adapted eye kept in total darkness except for 5 msec. testing flashes RICtIARD FITZHUGH 927 of low intensity. The maintained discharge of this cell in the absence of light stimulation was typical; the distribution of impulse intervals fitted a gamma distribution (Pearson's type III), and the first serial correlation coefficient between successive intervals was -0.19 (Barlow eta/., 1956 a) .
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Fro. 1. Photographs of the impulses recorded from an on-center ganglion cell in response to five successive flashes given at a rate of one per second. Flash duration 5 msec.; flashes occur at long vertical line. Stimulus intensity 1.74 times threshold. The abscissa is time. Retouched photographs. Fig. 1 shows the discharge from this cell following five successive 5 msec. flashes of intensity 1.74 times threshold, at a frequency of one per second. For the purpose of analysis, the period extending from I00 msec. before the beginning of each flash to 400 msec. after it was divided into I0 msec. periods, and for every stimulus, the impulses occurring in each of these periods counted. Then for each I0 msec. period the number of impulses was averaged over FIG. 2 . Transient changes of average frequency following 5 msec. flashes, plotted from data such as those of Fig. 1 . On the vertical axis is plotted the mean number of impulses in each 10 msec. period obtained by averaging over ten successive flashes. The relative stimulus intensity for each curve is as shown, with threshold taken as 1.00. The number of impulses (x) occurring in each discharge during the critical period marked at the top of the figure was used as an index of the response.
RICHARD I~ITZHUGH 929 ten successive flashes. Fig. 2 shows these averages plotted against time for five different flash intensities. The intensities are expressed as multiples of the threshold intensity, estimated by the experimenter (see Methods). These curves show average impulse frequency as a function of time, with the flash occurring at zero time. Counting the impulses in each 10 msec. period is of course an arbitrary simplification which neglects variations in impulse time of the order of several milliseconds. The value of 10 msec. was, however, small compared to the range of variation of the intervals of the maintained discharge (5 to 120 msec., mean 33.5 msec., see also Fig. 1) ; moreover a shorter period than 10 msec. was not necessary, because in the subsequent analysis the impulses in several of these 10 msec. periods were lumped.
The following is a list of mathematical symbols used in this paper; they will be defined in more detail as used. Fig. 2 shows that following a flash of threshold intensity there occurred, on the average, first a latent period lasting 70 msec. and then a burst of impulses lasting 30 msec. Since the duration and maximum frequency of the burst were the most obvious indices of the response, the index first chosen for analyzing the data of Fig. 2 was the number of impulses (x) occurring in the "critical period" from 70 to 100 msec. after the beginning of each flash. For the brighter flashes, the beginning of the burst occurred sooner (shorter latency), and there was also a pronounced decrease of impulse frequency ("pause") following the burst, between 100 and 200 msec. after the flash. Therefore for flashes much above threshold, the index x neglects these parts of the response. Even at threshold it neglects the detailed course of rise and fall of average frequency within the critical period. However, in the Discussion it will be shown that the use of x provides at least as efficient a way of analyzing the response as the experimental method described above.
The histograms in Fig. 3 represent the statistical distribution of x for 10 successive records at each of six different stimulus intensities (I) from zero to 8.5 times threshold. As a control at zero intensity, x was taken as the number of impulses within ten 30 msec. periods spaced 1 sec. apart in a record of the maintained discharge. The vertical line through each histogram indicates the mean, g.
The index x will be compared below with the index X of Tanner and Swets (see Discussion), which has a standard deviation which is constant for all values of I. The values of the standard deviation a of x corresponding to different values of I did not vary significantly from each other and showed no significant trend with increasing I. Details of the statistical tests used to establish this will be given in the section "Comparison of experiments."
Let d be defined as the difference (£ -g0), in which a~0 is the mean value of x for zero stimulus (Fig. 3) . In Fig. 4 , d is plotted against I with logarithmic scales on both axes (filled circles). A straight line with a slope of 0.73 fits the first four of the points, but not the last one. The slope of such a line will be referred to hereafter simply as the "slope," for brevity. At the highest stimulus intensity the system may be saturating somewhere; perhaps the cell body is firing near its maximum frequency.
Sampling errors of d were not estimated directly, since the slope varied rather widely with the choice of controls and of the critical period. Two types of distributions of x were used as zero-intensity controls; they will be called "control r' and "control II." Control I is that described above, in which a distribution of x was obtained from the maintained discharge; the mean value g0 taken from this distribution was used to calculate d for all values of I. The points shown as open circles in Fig. 4 were obtained by using control II, in which a control index x' was taken equal to the number of impulses within the period from --30 msec. to 0 msec. This control period is just 100 msec.
earlier than the critical period used to find x, and has the same duration, but since it ends just before the flash, x' can be used as a control index for corn- parison with x. The mean value 4' of x' was calculated; d was then taken as (4 --~') and plotted in Fig. 4 as open circles. The line drawn through these points (broken line) has the slope 0.56.
Stimulus
As already mentioned, the choice of the critical period from 70 to 100 msec.
after the beginning of the flash is arbitrary and was intended to reflect most efficiently the changes in response just at threshold. For the purpose of comparison, a second critical period from 40 to 100 msec. after the flash was used. The corresponding index would be expected to be more efficient for the higher values of I, and less so for the lower ones. For this index, the slopes, corresponding to 0.73 and 0.56 in Fig periment was expressed as a range of values, in this case from 0.6 to 1.0 (see Table I ).
The sensory system consisting of a ganglion cell, the photoreceptors of its receptive field, and the intermediate bipolar cells, forms a communication channel to which we can apply the theory of information which has been developed by Shannon and others working in communication engineering (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Goldman, 1953; Woodward, 1953) . In this theory "information" is defined numerically and its unit of measurement is the "bit'--that amount of information contained in a message which specifies one of two alternatives, both of which were equally probable before the message was received (equal a priori probabilities). This concept of information has also been extended to more complicated cases in which the number of alterna-
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F~TZm~GH 933 tires is greater than two, their a lYriori probabilities are not equal, or the message is made up of many successive independent choices instead of just one. Information theory is useful in describing and comparing the properties of "noisy" communication channels; i.e., devices which distort the messages they transmit in an unpredictable, statistical manner. In the present experiments, the message to be transmitted concerns whether a flash or a blank was presented to the retina at a given moment. Our data will be analyzed assuming the statistical conditions of visual experiment done on human subjects by Tanner and Swets, the "yes-no choice" (described more fully in the Discussion section). In this experiment, a flash and a blank have equal a priori probabilities (1~) and the information in each presentation is therefore one bit per flash (the term "bit per flash" will be used even when the "flash" may possibly be of zero intensity). The stimulus message is transformed or coded by the sensory system into a neural message consisting of a sequence of nerve impulses going to the brain. In the process of coding, the statistical fluctuations in the durations of the impulse intervals represent noise in engineering terminology. This noise destroys information by introducing ambiguity; one cannot always tell with certainty by analyzing a neural message whether it was caused by a flash or a blank, if the flash intensity I is too low. Information theory provides a way to describe the statistical properties of this sensory system. We can summarize these properties in a diagram in which the average rate of transmission of information R1 through the system in bits per flash is plotted as a function of I (Fig. 5, upper curve) . This curve was calculated for the yes-no choice experiment in which flashes of intensity zero and I are randomly presented and equally frequent, and the average amount of information originally contained in each presentation is therefore 1 bit. The values of R1 shown as filled circles were computed from the distributions of Fig. 3 by formula (1) of the Mathematical appendix. RI increases with increasing I to the limit 1~ showing that the higher the stimulus intensity, the less information is lost, as would be expected, since with increasing I the bursts and pauses become more accentuated and are easier to distinguish from random variations in impulse grouping.
The values of R1 shown by the filled circles in Fig. 5 were calculated using the uppermost distribution in Fig. 3 as a "control," corresponding to zero stimulus intensity (control I). As with the slopes, the reliability of the values of R1 was also checked by recalculating them using the zero- perimentally, is 0.4 to 0.8 bit/flash. That is, some information was being lost at this stimulus intensity, due to noise. The experimenter was, however, able to make up for this loss of information by examining the discharges for several flashes in succession; i.e., by introducing redundancy into the message being transmitted. This will be made clearer by the following calculations.
Consider the case in which n successive flashes or blanks are presented in a RICHARD FITZmZCH 935 block. The subject knows that all the stimuli in a given block are of the same intensity w, but does not know whether w is zero or a fixed value I. These two values of w have equal a priori probability (1/~), and therefore one bit of information is contained in this block. Let R~ indicate the average amount of information in the n nerve messages resulting from such a block of flashes, for the yes-no choice experiment. R~ is expressed in bits/block. The lower diagram of Fig. 5 shows R~ as calculated from formula (5) of the Appendix for I = 1 (threshold intensity) and for n = 1, 2, 3, using the histograms of Fig. 3 . (For n = 1, R~ is R1, the rate for one flash considered earlier.) Values of R. for values of n greater than 3 were not calculated because the labor of computation increases rapidly with n, but the curve of R~ versus n was extrapolated with an exponential curve which closely fitted to the first three points and approached the value of 1 as n approached infinity. Calculations of R~ were not done for all the four combinations of control distributions and critical periods that were used to get the points of Fig. 5 (upper), but if this had been done, curves of similar form would have resulted. Since the method of calculation that was used gave the lowest of the values of R1 for I = 1 in Fig. 5 (upper, filled circles) , curves of R~ calculated in the other three ways would all lie above that shown in Fig. 5 (lower) .
The increase of information with the number of identical flashes or blanks in a block agrees with the finding of Blackwell (1953) that visual thresholds in man are lower when the stimuli are presented in blocks of twenty flashes of the same intensity, than when the intensity is varied from flash to flash.
Comparison of Experiments
The five experiments will be denoted by the letters A to E. Experiment A has been analyzed in detail above.
Because all the experiments analyzed differed somewhat, it seems advisable to mention the conditions considered necessary for statistical analysis, and how the results were affected when these conditions were not completely satisfied. This occurred either when the properties of the unit were not constant during the experiment, or when the unit was lost before all the necessary data had been gathered. The conditions are as follows:--1. The ganglion cell must have a constant frequency of maintained discharge. The frequency was monitored during the later experiments by periodically counting the impulses in a 10 second period with an electronic counter, as described by . No units were used which showed unusually large changes of maintained frequency. Moreover, as a control, two or three photographic records of the discharge, without stimulus and lasting for 10 sec., were made at the beginning, the end, and sometimes in the middle of the experiment. For unit A only one such control run was obtained, but its frequency remained quite constant in the other records, except for the response during 250 msec. following each flash (Fig. 2) .
2. The retina must be in a constant state of adaptation, with a constant threshold. This was tested by making two or three records (at beginning, end, and sometimes 936 SIGNALS IN RETINA the middle of the experiment), using the value of the stimulus initially chosen as the threshold. Records at different stimulus intensities were made about 1 minute apart, to allow any adaptation to disappear. Any change in threshold would affect the values of ~ and therefore also of the slope. Again, unit A had only one such record, but had typical values for the slope. The others showed a nearly constant response to the original threshold stimulus, except for unit C. For this unit, each value of d was corrected by the amount of drift of the threshold value of ~, which was assumed to be changing linearly throughout the experiment. This correction changed the slope only from 0.82 to 0.75, and was unimportant compared to the other inaccuracies involved.
3. The response to one flash must he over before the next flash occurs, for the data to be applicable to the yes-no choice experiment, in which each response is used by the observer to infer the intensity of the single preceding flash only. The stimulation rate of one flash per second was usually slow enough to permit the original maintained frequency to be resumed after every flash. However, errors from this source were checked by using two sets of control distributions for x, as described earlier (controls I and II). Only in experiment D did requirement (3) fail, and only for the highest stimulus intensities, and the values of slope and information were not changed appreciably.
4. The temporal pattern of the frequency changes must be simple enough so that merely counting the impulses within a certain critical period will provide an eCficient index of the response. This requirement, of course, only reflects the inadequacy of this method of analysis for the more complicated responses. Unit B had a response which consisted of a series of alternate bursts and pauses, the later ones appearing only in response to the brighter flashes (Fig. 6 ). Unit B was in a light-adapted retina; a similar response was noticed for one other light-adapted unit (not analyzed), but for no dark-adapted ones. These complex responses may have been the result of an interplay between mutually antagonistic sets of pathways from different parts of the receptive field . A systematic investigation of the effects on the frequency pattern of response of changing both the state of adaptation and the area of the stimulating spot might be informative. Unit B did not have a definite value of the slope, since a straight line could not be fitted to the points in the diagram of log d plotted against log I. This curve was concave downward with a slope varying from 0.3 to 1.6, but these limits are only slightly wider than those found for the other four units (see Table I ), so that even this experiment is not in serious disagreement with the others.
Tanner and Swets assumed that the distribution of their index x was normal, with a standard deviation independent of I (see Discussion). The experimental distributions of x are not even approximately normal, since x is a discrete variable which varies by increments that are large compared to or. However, the hypothesis that ~ is constant was tested by Bartlett's test for uniformity of variance (Bartlett, 1937; Walker and Lev, 1953 ). This test is not strictly applicable to or, since x is discrete, but from the discussion on rounding off of variables given in Eisenhart, Hastay, and Wallis (1947) , this test is probably satisfactory, except when some of the values of a are zero. Since approximating a continuous variable by a discrete one tends to increase the spread of sampled values of variance, this test will still be valid whenever its result indicates non-significance. Bartlett's test, when applied to Experiments A, B, and C showed that ~r was constant to within the 10 per cent level of significance. In Experiments D and E, zero values of ~ caused Bartlett's statistic to become infinite, and the test was assumed not applicable. Cochran's test for uniformity of variance, based on the maximum value of variance, was therefore applied to all experiments (Cochran, 1941; Eisenhart et al., 1947 ). Cochran's test showed that the maximum values of ~r were not significantly large (5 per cent level) for Experiments A to D, but Experiment E showed significance at the i per cent level. Finally, in order to discover whether the value of ~r was correlated with I, rank correlation coefficients were calculated. Again Experiments A to D showed no significant correlation at the 10 per cent level, while Experiment E did show a significant correlation (0.94) at the 3 per cent level. Thus four out of five experiments are in agreement with the assumption that a is constant. An interesting example of efficiency of the statistical method of analysis in preserving information was given by unit E. This unit had an unusually low maintained frequency, between 3 and 5 per second. The experimental criterion of response used, was a change in impulse frequency, so that the response considered as "threshold" consisted of a pair of impulses close together. Analysis of the records showed, however, that even for a stimulus only 0.55 times the experimental threshold, a single impulse always occurred between 20 and 40 msec. after the flash. Since the number of impulses during a random 20 msec. period of the maintained discharge was nearly always zero, the calculated information was close to one even for this subthreshold intensity. Thus information was being wasted by the experimenter, and if he had used the appearance of a single impulse closely following the flash as his criterion, instead of a frequency change, he would have obtained a lower threshold.
TABLE I
Statistical Properties of Ganglion Cell Responses Near Threshold
Summary of Results
In Table I , columns 4 and 5 give the limits of variation and mean values obtained by plotting log d against log I for four experiments (Experiment B did not give a straight line---see above). In the Discussion, these figures will be compared with the corresponding values found for human vision by Tanner and Swets (1954) .
In columns 6 and 7 are given the values for limits and mean of the rate RI of information transfer at the experimentally estimated threshold intensity (see Methods). In all but unit E, which was discussed as a special case in the last section, the mean value of R1 was less than 1, which agrees with the fact that the responses to a number of successive flashes were observed before deciding on the threshold intensity setting.
The data in Table I were obtained by using the two control methods I and II, described above. Two different critical periods were used for units A and E, and one for the others.
DISCUSSION
The problem of the analysis of a nerve fiber message by the brain is similar to the engineering problem of detection of a signal in a noisy communication channel. A theory of signal detectability in such channels, based on the principles of statistical inference (Peterson, Birdsal] , and Fox, 1954) has been used by Tanner and Swets (1954) to interpret experiments on human subjects. Tanner and Swets postulate a neural mechanism in which statistical fluctuations play an essential part. The statistical properties of this mechanism can be compared with those of the retinal ganglion cell studied here. The simplest type of experiment done by Tanner and Swets was the yes-no choice, in which at each trial the observer must report whether or not a flash occurred at a known instant. For this type of experiment, Fig. 7 illustrates their assumptions, which are as follows:--(1) At each stimulus, a certain quantity of neural activity (X, in the notation of the present paper) is the signal which the brain analyzes to determine whether a flash has occurred or not. (2) ~ This signal contains noise; that is, for a given stimulus intensity, X varies randomly from flash to flash. X is distributed according to a normal probability curve which has a standard deviation independent of the flash intensity and taken equal to one, and a mean value .~ which increases with intensity. (3) Whenever X exceeds a certain threshold or criterion value C the subject reports a flash seen. (4) The criterion C varies according to the observer's know-]edge of the a/~r/ori probability of occurrence of a flash, and also according to his degree of motivation--the subject was paid or fined according to the correctness of his reports--, and his brain adjusts C so as to maximize his average net profit. In Fig. 7, fo(X) is the probability distribution of X following a "blank" (flash of zero intensity; curve labelled "noise only"), and fz(X) is the distribution of X following a flash of intensity I ("signal plus noise"). Both curves are assumed to be normal probability curves of standard deviation (unity) but their mean values are separated by a distance D which is an in-creasing function of I. Once the criterion C is chosen by the brain, a flash is reported seen whenever X exceeds C. For the yes-no choice experiment, the intensity of the flash and the relative frequency of flashes and blanks were controlled by the experimenter. According to their hypothesis, X can exceed C by chance when the flash is either present or absent, with probabilities which are equal to the areas under the corresponding distribution curves to Tanner and Swets (1954) . The distribution of X is a normal probability distribution having a constant standard deviation and a mean which increases with increasing stimulus intensity I. D(I) corresponds to d of Figs. 3 and 4. Whenever the value of x resulting from a flash exceeds the criterionvalue C, the brain reports a flash seen. The singly and doubly cross-hatched areas represent the probabilities of this happening for flash intensities of I and zero respectively. Modified from Tanner and Swets (1954) .
the right of C (cross-hatched in Fig. 7 ) This probability is greater when a flash is present than when it is absent. If C is set very low, many blanks will be reported as flashes, while if C is high, many flashes will be reported as blanks.
By varying the conditions (mentioned above) which determine C and by analyzing the resulting data according to their theory, Tanner and Swets obtained D indirectly. When they plotted log D versus log I, they obtained straight lines with slopes of from 2.1 to 3.1, which is consistently higher than the values given in Table I (0.5 to 1.5). This difference in slopes does not necessarily indicate a conflict between the present results and those of Tanner and Swets, since the slope might be different if x were defined in a different way. In general, one would expect that the more efficient x was in preserving information, the greater the slope would be, since then the mean value i of x would increase more rapidly with I, and since the rate of information transfer increases according to the decrease in overlap of the distributions to be distinguished. A second possible reason for the difference in slopes will be mentioned below, when the messages in many optic nerve fibers are considered.
It should be mentioned here that an analysis of the present data could have been done using the method of inference of Tanner and Swets, based on a criterion test, but the point of view of information theory was chosen as not requiring the choice of a particular test.
A sample of ganglion cell discharge can be completely described by listing the times of occurrence of each impulse in it. Because of random variation in impulse intervals, much of this data represents visually useless information, or noise, and the first step in the analysis of such data was to try to choose an index of measure of neural activity ~ to correspond to the index X of Tanner and Swets. This index should be both reasonably simple to calculate and efficient in the sense that little significant information is lost in passing from the original message to the quantity x. This step may be roughly compared with the practice in electrical engineering of passing a signal through a filter to emphasize those band widths in which the signal-to-noise ratio is greatest. Some analogous process of selective analysis presumably occurs in the brain as it analyzes the optic nerve messages.
In a previous paper (Barlow et d., 1956 a) on the maintained discharge, the data analyzed consisted simply of the values of the successive intervals listed in order. For the present paper, however, the times of occurrence of the impulses were listed with reference to time after the flash, since the characteristic features of the response seemed to be more closely related to time than to ordinal number of the impulses. As described in the Results section, the index x was taken to be the number of impulses occurring during a certain critical period of time following the flash, and the amount of information per flash was calculated from the frequency distributions of x, by the formulas given in the Appendix.
When the a priori probabilities of a flash or a blank (i.e. flash intensities of zero and I) are each one-half, the average amount of information in each presentation is one bit. The average amount of information transmitted to the ganglion cell in each flash (R1) is one bit/flash only when the intensity of the flash is so high that the response in the ganglion cell is never confused with the chance fluctuations in impulse grouping which can result from biological or quantal noise. For smaller intensities, near "threshold," there are certain values of x which can result from either a flash or a blank, and the correspond-
ing rate of transmission of information is less than one bit/flash, since some of the information in the original signal is lost through ambiguities introduced by noise. At the intensity which was judged by the experimenter to be threshold for ganglion cell A, R1 was 0.4 to 0.8 bit/flash (Fig. 5, upper) . The average information (Rs) in six successive flashes which were known to be identical, and of intensity either zero or threshold, was estimated from Fig. 5 (lower) as 0.95 bit or higher, which may be considered as near certainty. In this way some of the information lost because of noise has been restored by the redundancy in the repeated flash. Thus the statistical method of analysis is at least as sensitive as the subjective method of the experimenters, who did not make up their minds on the threshold setting until after considering five to ten flashes at one intensity.
Even though there is agreement between two quite different methods of analyzing optic nerve messages, the experimental (see Methods) and the statistical (using a numerical index of neural activity), this does not prove that either of them preserves as much of the information in the message as does a normal cat's brain. Both the experimental and statistical methods are limited in efficiency, although for different reasons. It is of course hard to compare the relative efficiencies of the cat's brain, as it analyzes a message in an optic nerve fiber entering its synapses, and of an experimenter's brain, which receives the same message, recoded, through his optic and auditory nerves. The experimenter is concentrating all his attention on the message in one fiber, while the cat is analyzing those in many fibers. The experimenter is using a highly unnatural method, aided by his experimental apparatus, while the cat is performing a task to which evolution has specifically adapted him. The mathematical method of calculating information is based on a knowledge of the statistical distributions of certain variables in the message, but this knowledge is limited by the sizes of the samples obtained from the data. The information transfer might be calculated very accurately if one knew the distribution of each impulse interval following a flash. This distribution function would not be constant in time during the response, but would contain either time or ordinal number of impulse following a flash as a parameter. The amount of data and computation required to get these distributions with sufficient accuracy would be very great. Such a method would catch more of the information in the message, but much of this would certainly be useless or noise information rather than useful stimulus information.
It is assumed here that the experimenter's actual knowledge that the flash was of intensity greater than zero did not influence his setting of the threshold. A more accurate method for measuring threshold could be used by two experimenters, if one of them were to choose flash intensities at random, either zero or I, and the other guessed the value of each intensity by observing the discharge during a block of five to ten identical flashes or blanks. To insure statistical significance, however, this process would have to be repeated so many times at each intensity as to be very time-consuming.
In addition to suggesting a method of analyzing nerve impulse data, the hypothesis of Tanner and Swets provides a link between such data and the results of experiments on human vision. These 'results are often expressed as frequency-of-seeing curves, with the relative frequency of seeing a flash plotted against flash intensity. If a value of the criterion C is chosen, then for each intensity I the probability of obtaining a value of X greater than C is found directly from the theoretical distribution of X. Let P be the frequency of seeing a flash of that intensity. Then P increases with increasing I, giving a frequency-of-seeing curve of the usual sigmoid form. Moreover, P increases with decreasing C, and if C is not larger than the maximum value of X obtained when I is equal to zero, then the frequency of "seeing" will be greater than zero even in the absence of a flash, as has been found experimentally (Blackwell, 1953) .
For simplicity, the present analysis has been applied only to an extremely simple case of information transfer across the retina, the yes-no choice with equal a priori probabilities and only a single ganglion cell considered. The maximum rate of information transfer considered, 1 bit per second, is much less than that of which a single neuron is capable. MacKay and McCulloch (1955) estimate that under certain simple assumptions the limiting capacity of a neuron with an average frequency of 50/sec. is about 450 bits/sec. This is total information and includes useless information, in the form of noise, but the useful information, due to visual signals, is probably still an appreciable fraction of this. The cases of most interest to the physiologist, however, are much more complex, and the following generalizations are possible. (1) Unequal a priori probabilities of flash intensities. (2) More than two intensities to be distinguished, especially discrimination in a continuum of intensities. (3) Detection of a flash when its time of occurrence is unknown to the observer. (4) Detection of temporal patterns other than short flashes; generally, the continuous inference of intensity from the nerve message. (5) The detection of spatial patterns by analysis of messages from many ganglion cells. These generalizations would introduce many theoretical and experimental complications, some of which have been considered by Tanner and Swets (1954) , Tanner and Norman (1954) , and Peterson, Birdsall, and Fox (1954) . Only one of them will be touched on here.
Since in normal vision the neural activity which transmits visual activity to the brain occurs in a large number of optic nerve fibers, while the present data represent messages in a single fiber, conclusions from the latter cannot be compared directly with those of Tanner and Swets. In fact, increasing the number of independent noisy channels which all carry the same stimulus message will increase the information transfer at a given intensity, or decrease 
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